Masterline Traders Indicator Package Info

The MLT Chart Room is open to subscribers starting every Monday morning at 8:00 AM and runs until 4:00 PM EDT/EST daily. The
Chart Room is moderated from 9:00 AM through 11:00 AM EDT/EST. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, focus is
on MasterBar indicators and Strategy Tool performance. Friday Chart Room is focused on "back to basics trading"
using areas of support and resistance in order to become "PREDICTIVE." VScalp setups on Micro E-Mini Futures
contracts are used.
Access to the MLT Chart Room is included with all LEASE TO OWN subscriptions.

Please note Masterline Traders does not offer partial refunds for any cancelled
subscription.

An MLT Indicator Package with Strategy Tool includes futures instruments distributed as follows:
Equities Package

ES/EMD/FDAX/NQ/YM

Energies Package CL/NG/QM/HO

Currencies Package 6A/6B/6C/6E/6J

Fixed Income Package GC/ZB/DX

MasterBarLIMITED Package ALL Futures Instruments provided by your broker data feed that are NOT LISTED ABOVE.
Configuration of strategy arrows in this package will be limited by the fact that "Overbought" and "Oversold" lines as well as "In
the Box" lines for the mlTL or "Trend Line" are not available. "Top and Bottom" oscillation lines for mlMLP or "Masterline Plus" as
well as mlMLP
Line Box" settings are not available. mlTL or
box settings are not available. Therefore,
while you can run strategies using the "LIMITED" package on ANY futures instrument EXCEPT those which are currently in our
programmed packages, you will not be able to use the "filters" identified above to define strategy criteria. Currently strategies
used by Masterline Traders that do not require these filters are the "Money Management" and "Momentum" strategies.
MLT indicators are programmed for time-based charts. The ml indicators are programmed for MasterBar Data
Series charts only.
Each package will be licensed for use on TWO machines running active charts for all instruments in the chosen
group package/s. A UNIQUE MACHINE ID will be required for licensing purposes from each machine.
1MinuteMLT and VScalp indicators are included with every package. Charts using these indicators run ANY
Futures contract where data is provided via your broker in any time frame you choose. Master Bar indicators and the MLT
Strategy Tool do NOT run on any Data Series other than the mltMasterBar. Suggested Data "look-back" for Masterline
Indicators is 10 DAYS where pivots are being run on Time Based Charts and 600 Bars for any MasterBar Data Series
Chart.
MLT offers remote install and setup as a courtesy to new subscribers along with two introductory training sessions; one
from Sheryl and one from Ken. Indicator Package licenses may be changed out on request.

Please note Masterline Traders is not able to offer partial refunds for any cancelled subscription.
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